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CHAPTER I 
THE PRO BLEM AND P RO CEDURE FOLLO\ttED 
In all branches of learning there i s a p erennial need 
to check-up on material to determine if progress i s being 
made and to note wh ere a dead-end ha s been rea ch ed or actual 
retrogression has t aken pl a ce . In no fiel d is this check-up 
mor e necessary t han in the field of t heology and philo sophy . 
I. THE PROBLEM 
St atement .Q! ~ problem. The problem of thi s study 
has been to determine if Ar miniart theology in ~ merica , a s 
repre .., ented by t 'vo of her mo st influential theologi ans, has 
been true to the philo sophy and t heology of John esley and , 
al so, to determine if t hey have advanced this thought in any 
signif icant manner . ~ore generally the problem of this study 
h as been to delineate the main current of wesl eyan-Ar minia n 
theology. Randolph s. Foster and John Miley, cons ecutively 
profes sors of theology a t Drew Theological Seminary in the 
l a tter half of the nineteenth century, were cho sen as 
r epresenting the most influenti 1 school of Ar minian theology 
in Am erica . In this study , comp rison ha s continually been 
made of the chosen American representatives ~ith the three 
most influential British t heologi ans, Wesley, Wa tson, and 
P ope . 
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Luther's philosophical commitments. Lutherl had not 
trained in philosophy of Aristotle. He had little 
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2 Jamin B. eld, '*Calvinism sm, n 
The Schaff-Herzog Ency;cloeedla .2! Religious Knowledge, II, 
360. 
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10 .!.!2.!.:1· , p • 
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cause of all 12 • 
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must ae to give 
1 not just assurance or probability. Intuition 
certainty. 1 All knowledge is in the last resort, intuition. ••21 
The knowing process involves intuition. Only intuition, oh 
ely perceives the 
18 Xbid., p. 69. 
19 Locke, ~· cit. 1 p. 
20 Ibid., p. 12S. 
21 Ibid. I • 4 34-36. 
or di of' ideas, 
17 
yields knowledge. However, according to Locke22 the process 
of demonstrative proof yields knowledge because in each step 
intuition is used so that the valid conclusions of such a 
process yi certainty though of a slightly inferior quality 
to simple intuition--as if there could be degrees of certainty! 
Foster 1 s list of what is known squared with Locke's 
view--with one exception. 
know objects external to self by perception when in 
suitable relations to them [falling under category of 
sensitive knowledge of particular existence in Locke's 
ltording]. 
know things and events of the 
(retention of what s been known]. 
st by memory 
know things ev s by testimony [this to Locke 
constituted probability and not knowledge except in the 
ease of the testimony of a Divine person ity. Very 
subste.ntiE~~ testimony brings such high probaJ:>ili ty as to 
excite a high degree of assurance]. 
We know some necessary truths [axiomatic truths]. 
know strated truths.23 
Locke a remarkable ission in favor of Divine 
elation because he ed the testimon7 of a Divine 
Being a.s constituting the hi?::hest type or knowledge. 
Besides those we e hitherto mentioned, there is one 
sort of propositions that challenge the highest degree of 
our assent, upon testimony, whether the thing 
propo agree or disagree th common experience 
the ordinary course of things or no. reason of 
is, because the testimon7 is or such an one that cannot 
deceive nor be deceived, is of God himself. 
22 Foster,~· cit., p. 69. 
23 .!..!2!S·, p. 1!2. 
This carries ~1i th it assurance beyond doubt, 
beyond exception. This is called by a peculiar name 
•rev ion,N and our assent to it, 'faith*; as 
absolutely determines our nds and as perfectly excludes 
all wavering, as our knowledge itself; and we may as well 
doubt of our own being as we can \ihether any revelation 
from be true. So that fa.i th is a settled sur·e 
principle of assent and assurance, and leaves no manner 
of room for doubt or hesitation. Only we must sure that 
it be a divine revelation, and thf!t we understand it right: 
else i6fe shall expose ourselves to all the e.xtravagar1cy of 
enthusiasm all the error of wrong principles, if we 
have i assurance 1n not divine revelation. 
And therefore, in those cases, our assent can be 
rationally no the evidence of its being a 
revela.tion, or s is its true sense, only on 
proofs, our assent can reach no higher than an 
assurRnoe of diffidence, arising from the more or less 
apparent probability of the proofs. But of faith the 
precedency it ought to e before other s of 
persuasion, I shall speak more hereafter, I treat 
of it as it is ordinarily plac , in contradistinction to 
reason, though, in truth, it be nothi~~ else but an 
assent founded on the highest reason. 
Foster, in the many 
subject, said no more than 
and so "¥Jell. 
oh devot to the 
Locke thus said so concisely 
How shall we determine which of our concepts are 
knowledge, which beliefs, which mere unfounded fa.ncies1 
This was a leading que ion to Fo er. The problem of the 
relation of belief to knowledge occupied a la.rge share of 
the concern of J:_rolegomena. There are certain common 
points belonging to all of the three--knowledge, belief, 
fancy. ike imply presence in the mind of 
defined conceptions. They all imply a degree of conviction 
24 Locke, 2R· s!l·, p. 566. 
19 
that the concept represents some truth, expresses an 
affirming or state of the mind rasp act to the 
concept, or the object which it represents.25 Here Foster 
follows Locke in regarding knowl as involving certainty. 
there is certain knowledge there is no need for belief. 
ief fancy involve uncertainty. feeling of 
cert ty s.lone is not sufficient ground for discriminating 
knowledge from belief. knowl of a thing is affirmed 
is no possibility that this knowledge should. turn out 
to false. A belief may not square with the truth but 
knowl must or it no longer is knowl 
of 
Bel 
Foster 
ief to knowl 
a. clear understsmding of the rel ion 
to be of prime importance to theology. 
knowl is blind credulity. 
must rest upon a foundation of knowl • In the work 
of theologia.ns like Charles this distinction 
belief knowledge is not e too cl ea.rly. 
Knowledge is the perception of truth. er the 
mind perceives, whether intuitively or discursively, to 
be true, that it knows. ha.ve immediate knowledge of 
the facts of consciousness; with to other 
matters, some we can demonstrate, some we can prove 
analogically. some we must admit or involve ourselves in 
contradictions a.t'ld aurd1 ties. ~'Jhatever process the 
mind may institute, if it arrives at a clear perception 
that a thing is, then that thing is an object of 
knowl It is thus that we know the objects with which 
heaven earth are crowded. It is thus we know our 
fellow men. regard to anything without us, our 
ideas or convictions concerning it correspond to what the 
25 foster,~· s!!·, p. 74. 
20 
is we our 
dearest friend has a soul, 
intelligence, ence, 
or feel it. cannot form a m 
erious incomprehensible, yet 
cannot see 
of it. It is 
that it is, 
it is, ju as certainly as we we 
we are. In same we 
is, he is. e that he is a spirit, 
t s intelligence, moral excellence to 
an infinite • e know that can love 
pt:lrdon--that he can er. 
in the same sense, 
er. no man can 
from us, or per us !hat it is 
mere 1rrat1ona.l belief. 2 
er efter quot e 
t he thought it vJs.s open to serious obj actions. 
did not s objections ecifi but 
to different e b the acts of 
ieving. He list 
not in the 
the di encee. (1) It is 
the object 1e more clearly before 
mind in one case than in the other. is no 
thHt ers of belief are erelly more indistinct 
matters of knowl ; but this is not necessarily so. A 
be as unequivocal a any 1 ty. ( 2) It i e propo tion 
not in at that the mind is mora conscious of doubt or 
uncertainty in one case in the other. is no 
question uncertain more or lese attaches to 
beliefs, and that they can nor st in to 
; but a i often does exclude all doubt. 
( 3) It is not in at that what is known is true, 
. 7g_79· 
21 
what is 1eved 1s not true. It is a fact is 
iev is not 
since some 
s true, 
believ are true, 
s is, but, 
ence is not in 
ch , sometimes is, common to both st es. 
(4) It does not consist in that; is known is important, 
is ieved is not important. 
difference is found in the following points. 
(1) !he mind is differently rel to objects of 
belief. Thia difference of relation 
knowl 
(2) Things known are necessarily as known; things 
iev not true. (3) Things known may not be 
doubted; things believed may be bro~ght to doubt. 
(4) lnowl cannot into belief; i may s 
into knowl • (5) There is no d.ifference in the certainty 
ends knowl ; there is dif:terence in the certa.inty 
which attends ier.27 
In comparing the e.t of ldth the 
distinctions by Foster checking both by Locke it has 
been, in some degree, possible to ascertain how clearly 
Fo er was able to distinguish between the acts of knowing 
believing. The whole business of knowl belief is 
more compl1cat 
knowl 
differentia.ting between the terms of 
Foster said, any child knows the 
22 
difference beti,;.reen believ knowing. This, however, has 
reference only to the difference between the terms. 
Fo er no quarrel with was affirmed by 
he issue with manner in oh it was 
asserted. clear ion of truth is knowledge; is 
no burden of em of 
knowl is how it can be establ:l that ~~at is perceived 
does correspond with ity. Clarity of perception, as 
Locke pointed out~g is not det by the intensity of 
feeling associ~ted with the conviction. The entire realm of 
rev 
believed 
of natural things or is 
a thoroughly rational te 
ernaturally 
Nothing 
does not carry with it credent s 
ing ree:uson for a ief. ials associat 
with iefs are so as to remove all doubt knowl 
• 
~ x~elation .£! reason to -.r..;e...,v_e.l .... a... t.i ... o ...,n. problem of 
the rel ion of reason to revelation until recently was quite 
a settl problem in theology, as settled a.s the 
doctrine ot the Trinity. However, in recent yer:rs, due to 
the grea.t st stirred up by the dial ical eologians, it 
has a pertinent issue of discussion. This is an 
2! Locke, .Ql!.· cit., p. 591. 
23 
field of kno~Tledge, but is rather a sign revealing the decay 
exist in a large strata of cont philosophy. 
On the rel ion of reason to revelation and 
Foster sa.w eye to eye. Hodge t1rote clearly and forcibly upon 
subject.29 He admonished that Chri s in repudiating 
rationalism in all its forms do not thrO\l,' o.ut rea.son in 
matters of religion. '!'hey acknowl its high pla.ce and the 
responsibility falling upon them to use it. First of all 
reason is necessarily pre sed in every revel ion. 
elation is a co~~unication of truth to the human mind. 
notion of communication of truth sea the capacity to 
receive it. Revelation has nothing to communicate to brutes. 
Truths, to be received as objects of faith, must 
intellectually apprehended. A proposition with no m.es.ning, no 
matter h0\'2 important the truth which it may concee~, cannot 
be an obj of faith. If it be affirmed that soul is 
immortal, or tha.t is a. spirit, unless we the 
of the terms nothing is communicated to the mind. Knowledge 
is essential to faith. Nothing ct.:n be affirmed of that t<Jhich 
is not known. The first task of reason is to sp 
truths proposed for our reception. 
To it was important to bear in mind the 
difference between knowing un.derstand.ing. A child can 
kno'tr; th.B. t is a irit, know what the terms imply but no 
29 Foster, 22· cit., pp. 264 tf. 
ereat can fully the Almighty. It is 
possible to know the plan of salv ion but same time 
be unable to comprehend the mysteries involved. Generally 
men know more than they understand. God does not require 
of s creatures they believe without knowledge. Such a 
thing not only irrational but also impossible. 
It is prerogat of reason to judge the 
credibility of reveli:ttion. Ho"fJ1Jever, what is creditable to 
one mind may be incredible to another. To judge too narrowly 
of is credible 1e intellectual suicide. Unless one is 
will to b 
iefs will 
ieve 
so limit 
that are incomprehensible one's 
as to restrict their mind to 
darkness. Extreme skepticism ives out knowl completely. 
is left for mind is to po t its b iefe and for 
beliefs there is no objective st by mar 
be Judged. 
There is a difference between is incornprehen e 
is impossible. The impossible cannot be maintained 
as a true belief. The st ement of Tertullian to effect 
he ieved because it is absurd is nonsense. no 
more requires men to believe is absurd than to do '~~<Jhat 
is wrong. ere is a distinction between belief faith. 
th includes an ion of mind thHt a thing is 
true. It is a contra.diction to that the can a.tfirm 
that to be true which it sees cannot possibl7 be true. As it 
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is impossible for God to contradict Himself, so it is impossible 
that should, by an externC<~ revelation, d.eclare tha.t to be 
true ch from a law of nature He has rendered it impossible 
for men to believe. 
Scripture itself es.l s to reason .. high ground of 
faith knowl is confidence in God. With the denial of 
reason would disa:ppear all distinction between truth and 
falsehood, between right wrong. 
cardinal service of reason is as a Judge of the 
evidences ch support a revelation. FE~.ith thout evidence 
is irrationa~. ~vidences consist in different varieties. 
Historical truth requires historical ev ; empirical 
truth, the testimony of experience; ma.thematical truth, 
stratlon; moral truth, moral evidence; and the things of 
the Spirit, the demonstration of the Spirit. 
To Foster the to revelation was thoroughly 
rational. 
final supreme ter in every case as to what 
is truth, is the mind itself. It mfq mist , but it must 
abide its own verdicts. It is its function to decide for 
itself. '11he ground of the decis.io.n, '\'then it acts truly, 
according to its nature, must be satisfactory ce. 
It can never be required to act otherwise. It is sole 
and supreme umpire. It must decide to accept 
what to reject. It is responsible for decision. 
There be a case when it cannot which of 
several alternatives ou.Fht to believed--tha.t is which 
is true. may be suffici evidence in its 
possession, and none within its reach by any search 
possible to it. In th.a.t ease it remains undecided. Thus 
it appears that while it may, by the right use of the 
faculties, conclude from evidence what should be believed 
or not believed in a given case, and while it ie itself 
alone responsible in case for its decision, there 
are cases which do not come within range of its faculties, 
with respect to ch it no except self abuse 
to have any belief, and with respect to which, therefore, 
it htH! a responsibility to ~'liithhold fEtith. Non-faith-z~s 
then its true attitude; not disbelief nor yet belief.JV 
The reason decides on the evidences. The mind is 
obli to believe Just what the evidences prove. Further 
the .m1nd. is obliged to actively pursue truth, to hunt 
evidences in order to resu:h e. just conclusion. The mind must 
know what constitutes evidence.31 
Not only is the reason employed in dealing with 
evidences but also it is used in determining the meaning or 
the cont s of Scripture. foster sit two rul ee for 
Biblical interpretation. (1) No idea can contained which 
ie not according to truth, and hence, that no idea can be 
contained which is contradictory of some known truth, or 
ch ie contradictory in itself. (2) Ideas cannot be found 
1n book itlhich &lre subversive contradictory of each 
other.32 
the right to judge 
in Scripture is authentic or not. If should be 
an absolute 1ct bet1-.reen reason arrt purported 
revelation the verdict of reason is supreme. 
30 Ibid., p. 269. 
31 Loc. cit. 
32 Ibid., p. 212. 
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s ere ly • er 
se, order of e~ the 
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flible could a 
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o;:;se in a common-sense , see 
must force itself upon us either s 
most rational. Here is a book of so many 
letters, punctuation points. By ell it 
it written by a certain n~~ber of 
men p s of t e; but a stian is 
started as to men e as amanuenses or 
original authors. , if the book is true, it can, in 
:fact, no difference ~:u:~ to its intrin o value how 
is an since the answer one 
can put in e book was not 
can the no more true--no more 
• ill, as a question of fact, it reme.in 
were the writers amanuenses? shall we answer 
stlon? anything it 
the book cont answer? If the book 
, if it a deliverance on point, 
would settle the case. Everything would turn on the 
of the truthfulness of the book.. Thu..s the 
question of truth of contents is again the question of 
ul e importc.~nce. a.re three v
3
1ews competing for 
accepta.nce, one of which must be true. > 
This quotation s served as a basis for judging 
Foster's position on the inspiration of the Scriptures. The 
views which he referred to were: (1) the plenary verbal 
view--each word was given to the writers from God; (2) the 
superintendence view--the Holy Spirit guided the writers in 
the selection and insured e.gainst error; (3) the view that 
the writings were to a extent human records containing 
a truthful account, with many in ired portions delivered 
directly to the holy men. 34 This ls,.st view corresponded '1.-iith 
Fo er 1 s notion of inspiration. 
It has been impossible in this study to determine how 
Foster derived such a liberal v of the lnapira.tion of the 
Scriptures. In a quotation used 1n this study, Foster wrote 
that the Word itself said nothing about whether or not the 
3~ Ibid., pp. 2Sl-g2. 
34 Ibtd., p. 2g2. 
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writers were amanuenses. The Bible said nothing whatever 
about mode of inspiration, it simply stated that "all 
Scripture is given by inspiration of God.~35 Peter referred 
to the holy men of God who spoke as they were moved by the 
Holy Ghost.36 There are other simple references in the Bible, 
such as in the book of Revelation,37 where the writers were 
commanded to write. The Holy Spirit communed directly with 
the writers to command them to ~~ita and to instruct them in 
what to write.3g There are several references in the Bible 
to the Divine origin of the Scr1ptures.39 The hundred and 
nineteenth Psalm s~one is :full o:f references to the Word, the 
statutes of God, and the law of God. Though nothing ha .. s been 
given in the Bible concerning the mode of in iration it is 
full of references to the Word of God as being sacred, as 
being inspired of God in its entirety. All of Scripture is 
sacred composes a unit which in all translations has been 
designated the Holy Bible. It is not only all true but all of 
it has been put together under the guidance of the Holy Spirit 
;5 A1ble. English. 1611. Authorized., The Hill B1bl§ 
(Ne'tf York: Thomas Nelson & Sons cn.d.3 ), II Timothy ""3!1'0. 
36 A.V. • II Peter 1:21. 
37 A.V., Revel ion 1:11; Jeremiah }0:1. 
38 A.V., Acts 1:16; Hebrews 3:7; Luke 16:31; 
Hebrews 1:1. 
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Spirit in the authorship of the S tures. er 
rational F~pproach to the subject took the 
ture s about itself. l"li inf!,"Ui 
rev ion. In !ration i.olSS to him ~ta e 
of divine ency in communl. ion of reli ous truth, 
su truth is of the in !ration. t~41 On 
revelation wrote: 
if we re rict revelation to the lit sense of 
t is, a disclosure of truths, as 
such truths of r as liJe receive only 
stinction b 
the 
ey different 
Spirit: (1) Illumination 
a three-fold oo 
the te 
ication. 43 
ion of 
; (2) Communication 
In the illu..11inst1on of truth; ( 3) in 
of ion is iltsr to en st 
of s sciples so that they could und. 
urea. In communi truth the Holy Spirit 
direct communica.tes truthe to the agent. third. the 
in ion, ir itself con 
41 Johri Miley, Systematic Theology, • 2 (George R. 
Crooks John F. Hurst, editors, Librarz ~Biblical and 
+heolo~ical Liter ture, 9 vols.; New York: Eaton and Ma!nB, 
187!-1 99), p. 9· 
42 Loc. cit. 
--
4·3 Ibid., 
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threefold offices of irit were 
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III 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
I. 
History .21. .lh.!, nroblem. Original sin ha.s been used as 
a doctrinal formula for the e seion racterization 
of native sinfulness. e ctrine of original sin e a 
prominent subject Augustine 1c of 
theologi prior to his t 1 In the Augustinian • 
aJ!lth1opology, original sin incl ud a common guilt of 
sin, a common native 1ty, and a sinfulness ch 
deserved t eternal punish~ent. to 
J .. ugustinian a.nthropology native vity is, in itself, s. 
puni inflicted upon all men for their in 's 
ilt. il felt that was no necessity in treating 
native d ity, guilt, erit, p ty as a.ll one 
em should studi 
ely. 2 
1nition of terms u is not a 
it is not ea 
1 John lilfil 
2 Ibid., p. 442. 
PORTLAND CENTER LIBRARY 
in . 3 Depravity no real being but it 1 s a 
e nature ch to • 
is not restricted to the will though will is 
profoundly 1 not only directly but so indirectly, 
sensibilities ch influence will. 
, vicious impulses, evil enoies arise 
e of sensuous e. ae are 
the *'lu the fle lust of eyes, a.nd the 
of life. 11 it f is ered. 
reason the conscience ess. 
ity is lo in the sensuous 
, eonst1 tut filthiness of fle 
irit. 
The modes of transmis~ion. 
- - -
ity n 
never s been ed by 1 
sin of is as tl1e originating ca.use of 
4 ity. s theories: 
(1) p . (2) t 
tran s d 
on s es, 1 ic ive. 
1 ic is c)8 in in e. 4 
3 Miley, loc. cit. 
( G. T. , Histo~ .2! Christi~m Doctrine es Scribner, 156;) ,I, p. 79. 
er, it was more cl .5 In its 
• as it extension 
of e of anthropology. 
essence sts in 
i is u.niv 
essence is such a real iritual and 
is e indiv t can only as 
a person.6 It is unrea~vL•a~·~e to consider an essence 
ty. To ey, 
could no more guilt of a 
er 1 could 
of committed its owner. 
The representative mode involves a legal oneness of the 
race in This 1 oneness is on the theory that 
God instituted a covenant with in ch he became th.e 
federal head represerrt ive of his race in 1r1hioh 
he sinned a.nd thus the \!Jhole race e involv in 
guilt.7 This of guilt is not result of 
an actual of the sin but the ssession of 
1 s descendants imputation. Neither the set nor the 
derneri t of 's sin is , only guilt as an 
amenability to puni is by a Judicial act of God. 
5 Ibid., p. 118. 
6 Miley 1 sm,. cit., p. 488. 
1 Ibid. I • 493-9'+. 
The early Calvinistic theologians blurred the t"!tm modes into 
one. The l'ater Calvinists, such as Charles Hodge, presented 
very clearly defined views of the representative mode. To 
the ents put forth in support of the representr1tive 
theory .Miley could not consent. These argt.unent s itJere based 
on the principle of re onsibility from repre ion. The 
minister binds the state, the ent the child. Such 
relations are providential relations. The relation of Adam 
to his descendants is such a providentie.l rf::l ion, hence 
the actions of Adam, in his capacity as a representative of 
the race, became binding on the race. To Miley these arguments 
could not be sustained. guilt nor penalty is 
involved in the situations purport to be analogous. Before 
the law the father ma~Y have some responsibilities for the son, 
but under no c1rcumsta.nce is guilt imputed to the one or the 
other beca.use of the deed of one. Civil le.)J does not 
recognize such imputation.s 
To Miley both the realistic the representative 
modes ee~e short of being establi by sufficient procf. 
The Biblical references put forth to aetabli the unity of 
guilt, to him, did not clearly indicate such va.lidity of 
interpretation. Hodge9 ha.d used such Scripture references. 
York: 
9 .l2!S• I 
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Miley regarded the suffering of the children of criminals to 
be consequence not penalty.10 It l"muld be impossible for 
God to restrict consequences to personal demerit. Human 
society is too involv • It was for corrective ends, as a 
severe warning to people to abstain from sin because of its 
drastic consequences, that God so ordered the suffering of 
innocents. 
The classical text in anthropology is that God "will 
by no means clear the guilty; visiting the iniquity of 
fathers upon the children, upon the oh11dren•s children, 
unto the third fourth generatlon.~ll Wesley had 
interpreted this text to refer e ecially to the sin of 
idolatry. Very drastic me8. sures were required to restrain 
the people from idolatry. 
II. IAN 0}1" ORIGINAL SIN 
So important to Miley was the problem of clearing up 
the inconsi encies of Arminian anthropology that he gave a 
second tret::ttment' of the subject in the appendix to the ;,:econd 
vol~~e of his main theological work. In this study Miley 
surveyed briefly, but pertinently, the views held by the older 
Armin s on the topic of guilt associetect 'fllJ1th native 
depra.vi ty. 
10 Miley, .211· cit., p. 497. 
11 Ibid., p. 498. 
According to Arminiu.s, the ""'hole of the original sin 
is common to the entire race who at the time of Adam's 
transgression were in his loins. He referred to Romsns 5:12 
as conclusive thRt all sinned in Also he referred 
to Ephesians 2:3, where all men "are by nature the children 
of wrtith 11 and are subject to temporal as well as eternal 
death. This guilt "tmuld rem~1in upon all unless they were 
redeemed C.hrist • s atonement. J~ccording to this view, all 
men are in the guilt of 1 s personal sin, and this 
guilt is judicial ground not only of the corruption of 
nature or spiritual death in 'lllrhich we are born, but also or 
our nc>.tive 1ty to the penalty of temporal and eternal 
death.12 Arminius regarded the native depravity ~·hich 
entailed iritual. tempera~, eternal death, as being in 
itself a penalty and thus not requiring that it entail 
demerit. Armin1us, in regarding the race as existing in the 
loins of , adhered to the realistic mode of the 
transmission of native depravity. 
Wesley adhered essentially to the same views on 
original sin as Arminius. He regarded all men llS being 
punished for the sin of by death. He argued from this 
premise: that if all men were punished by God they "'ere justly 
punished, if they were justly punished they shared in 
•s sin. ey was sat1sfi that sley believed that all 
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men shared in 
punist ... rnent. 13 
's guilt are justly amenable to its 
Fletcher w&.s in accord \dth Arminius Wesley on 
this subject. He held to the doctrine of the common guilt of 
the rctCe through This Judgment Mil deriv from the 
ich Fletcher to the atonement of Christ as 
guilt of nc:tive depr"'vity. The g:r·e.ce of the 
atonement is universal. Fletcher expres it thus: 
It follows that as brour.:ht a condemnation 
and a universal seed of dea.th upon infants, so Chri 
brings upon them a genert:l ju ification a universal 
seed of life. And if Adam• s original sin W~ls a.toned for 
forgiven him, as the Ce.lvinists, I think, generally 
grant 1 does it not follm.;r ths.t 1 a.lthough stll infants are 
by n8.ture children of 1nrrath, yet through the redemption 
of Christ they are in a stBte of favor or Justification? 
For how could God damn to all eternity any of 1 s 
children for a sin wThich Christ expiated--a sin which was 
forgiven almost six thousand years ago to , 
committed it in person? The force of' this o'bservstion 
would strike our-Calvinist brethren if they considered 
that w1e l\rere not less in • s loins l<Ihen God gave his 
Son to in the grand 1 origin~:~l gospel promise, than 
ic;hen Eve prevailed on him to eat of the forbidden fruit • 
• • • Thus, if we all receiv an unsp e injury by 
being semins.lly in when he fell, according to the 
first covenant, '\"Je all received also an unspeakable 
blessing by being in his loins God sfaritually raised 
him up placed him upon el ground. 
Watson 1 who to Miley represented the most honored name 
syst i.e theologians, so conceded the ground to 
Calvinism on this sE.<.me point. He human race as 
such a. unit thc:Jt ell men were involved in the gull t of Adam's 
13 Ibid., p. 506. 
14 Ibid., p. 507. 
4o 
original sin. ~iatson expressed it a s follo ws: 
The circumst an ces of the case inf~llibly show that, iri 
the whole transaction, they [ Adam and EveJ stood before 
their ~aker a s public persons and a s t he legal 
represent atives of their descendants, though if5so many words t h ey ar e not invested with these titles. 
To Vatson the guilt of sin and amenability to 
punishment W& s imputed to Ade.m ' s descendants. \'J t son 1 s theory 
of imputrt!on coincided elmo st exactly with t he view held on 
t h e s ame subject by Calvinist theologians contemporary with 
l~iley. 
Pope, another English Methodi st theologi an, contemporary 
with I·.il ey, dhered to a common h ereditary gull t. He had 
three grounds on 1:11h ich he ba sed t his guilt: (1) the g11ound of 
a real onene s s with Adam ; {2) the ground of representative 
oneness; and (3) the ground of intrinsic sinfulness of the 
depravity of na ture inherited from Adam.16 According to 
Miley, t hese vie't,rS could ne1 ther be reconciled \·lith e ch other 
nor with the determining principles of Armin1anism. 1 7 As 
not ed before in this study the first t wo modes of transmission 
of guilt c '·ncel ea ch other. 
Summers rejected both the realistic mode and the 
representative mode but he found no re 1 solution to the 
problem for he made the tran smission of guilt one of imputation. 
15 !Q!s.. 1 p • 50 g. 
16 _!lli. , pp . 50S-09 • 
17 Ibid., p . 511. 
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con stent Arminian anthropology cl e1:tred it of 
This rectified all concessions to the Calv1n1 1c sy • 
anthropology es the conclusions of traditional Arminian 
eriology. Though the evaluation of • s contribution 
to Arminian theology been re for the concluding 
chapter, it s been pertinent to note here that this 
accomplishment of Miley, in clarifying Arminian anthropology, 
been a unique very e1gnif1cant contribution to 
eyan-Arm1nian theology. 
CHAP IV 
SOTERIOLOGY 
Historical background. e development of systema.tic 
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, e.n infinite ( 2) sinner is thus 
brought to an infinite indebtedness to the Divine honor; (3) 
this debt must (4) must not cannot surrender 
his own p honor. as in a mere gratu.i tou.s 
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su:ff redeetnect e endured. .M:il 
it too low an opinion to merit cons eration. 
last 
ce. 
as itute in 
men's sins. 
is one 
ty, is sufficient to 
Calvinists in using 
restrict it to include only the s of 
ey point out tha.t aton 
1ned tion 
of st, 
the penalty of 
s form would 
ect. 
subs 1tut1on was 
not a sic of the sa.t1 ct 1 on theory one, but that it 
wa.s so a basic part of the governmenta.l theory. are 
many besides Calvinists hold such a. penal substitution 
constitutes a really conditional ground of forgiveness. To 
this the red ive sufferings were punishment of 
sin, but not such a. punishment th~t the r sinner must 
in very justice di 
Penal substitution a conditionality of 
forgiveness must refuse scientific fellowship. 
therefore the view of Dr. A. , that it is 
happy sacrifice of logic' that self, 
•by a 
some 
, 
of s leading followers are with the Calvini on 
substitution; only we reject the epithet qualifying 
sacrifice. \~e not think 1 t a sacrifice of logic 
on the of 2:.m Armin ian, whereby mi es the true 
of , at the same t a a 
e th.e:t requires him, in consistency, to accept 
it the purely di ive etrines or 
ism. But l<Jhatever sacrifice of logic in the 
case, the fact of such a theory same, s 
fact denies to the doctrine of isf c!ion the 
di inctive ct of p substitution. 
absolute p itution remt::1ins unique 
ssesaion of vinism. e P sub 1tut1on 
sati 
it is a itute an unconditional 
ty for sin. 
of sit 
lon: (1) the erit of sin; (2) a ina punitive 
ju ice; ( 3) sin to pun! • I {4) penal 
is a necess of ju ice. two 
as consist t'lli th a at ri ct 
ction theory. cipl es, to ey, 
could not be a strict 1"on theory burst 
open into 
' 
of neeessi 
as Be ruler mu irect puni or by 
1 an 8 te er. In the 
strict 1 ion to 
puni of demerit 
, 
of sin. s, to 
' 
W~1S unt 8 burst the bounds of 
the sati ction I ing to the governmente.l theory. 
From the of injustice the 1 of sin is 
neces igation is such any omission of 
punishment an act of injustice. Thus from the 
na divine Justice, the neces puni 
of sin is deduced as a conseouence. It is as essential 
immutable in other attribute; therefore 
must puni sin its ert upon that 
ground. Thus his justice s to infliction of 
ed ouni ent upon , Ju moral 
perfections him to holiness, ss, truth.9 
e the of sin is a 
necee in recti Divine ju ice only 
ssible B.ton substitution. A thorough-
ssti could not for substitution. 
penal itution maintained fulfill 
solute i~ftion of justice to to 
erit? ere is no answer or fulfillment.l0 In going 
on sit ion 
sati ion theory is te, ey cont 
could pun1 in 
to him, and in some real sense s. s to \vas 
self-evident. If sin its not be put upon 
ion, no puni ch fell 
upon such t, or intrin c evil of sin. It is ss1b1e 
to sin is punished to its demerit in the 
total sence of t from the substitute in 
pu.ni • With omission of 
9 Ibid., p. 1~3. 
10 Ibid. , p. 1 • 
theory, its only 
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recourse is in guilt a.s a distinct fact of sin. If gull t, as 
ity of to p ty of ju lee, is 
as a distinct fe.ot transferable to , and 
if s punishment is the punl of sin to its 
d.emerit on thBt ground, then the p substitution 
lned answers to e1ssert absolute necessity for the 
puni of sin. If one of these sitions 11s 
the theory it f 1nevi falls. 11 Thus, 
the crux of er. point out 
guilt could not from sin. Sin is an 
person, in la sis, is t is puni e. 
fulfill ement of a~ strict satisfaction theory Christ 
must be identi:fi ~rith guilt d t the 
sinner possesses. It of necea ty follows that st must 
de of puni 
strict 
tenets of 
ent, a.n utterly repuls1 ve thought. 
is:fact1on u rely in to the 
es 
the fol quotation. 
s of Justice are they cannot be 
This is the between work of 
of a debt. point of ent 
the two cases is not the nE>ture of e 'etion 
rendered, but one a ect of produced. In both 
cases Dersons for ction is e Are 
certeinly iverence ~e in th 
cases, ter of ju ce.l 
11 Ibid., p. 146. 
12 , Systematic 1'heolog,y;, Il, p. 472. 
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Dick, another inist eoloa:;':ian ,__ , quat by ey' 
took. same line of 88 , to the effect 
that not sin twice, first in then 
in er.l3 In ting eeverc:l er ini 
chorus we.s str hened to the effect 
for those for st di ere could be no more 
tion for sin ae the ce been once for 
all. 
ey' ch the EH:lti ction 
theory rea s in inism, was a logi cons ce ch 
have been predicted from the principles held on 
th To the reason for ent into argument 
into it the quot ions from e vinist theologians 
issue eo clear as to silence all ca.vil. 
The government&l theor~ ~ the atonement. 
es room for substitutional 
ent, for conditionality of t , for 
itution in eu:t'fering. l suf s of Christ 
were an atonement for sin substitution, in 
they 1t~er int ionally endured for sinners under the judicial 
condemnation, and for the of the forgiveness. The 
Scriptures ere sin on conditionality of forgiveness 
of sin. of titution of Christ 1n 
13 Miley, .2:Q.• ..Q.!l.., p. 151. 
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suffering, in ty, fini of 
d 
• e sot eriolo 
v ists. 
itution, 
the penal element. 
e a 
office, thus 
interest of 
the sati ction th 
fore, is in su 
s agrees t.rith 
support of justice 
forgive~ess con 
ernment.l 
e vicarious 
as developed 
, ltrithout 
of the 
in its rectoral 
stent 1r1ith the 
of Christ 
not lose in ltJithout the penal element. It was the 
same efficacious flee sting the same love. 
t 
i.n the 
a peculia.r 
sin in their 
in facts 
of 
and east 
tive 
chology.l5 
stitution is neces 
not only for the etion of justice, but so for 
isfying the s of <:?, guilty conscience, ch mere 
can never a.c fact of a 
sense of se sir! in an 
con en c e , but to ief to conscience comes in the 
one•s sins Pre forgiven. 
The al eory, it 1 t s origin wli th 
ius, i 
• after e son 
contribut to its ion. tson dealt ensively 
1C !bid., p. 156. 
15 Ibid., p. 157. 
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with the theory his discussion was mainly a 
dispute cinian heresy vinism. th 
sired to e 1 fact that there was an 
aton with the latter he to prove the 
un 1 ty of the onement. son, to IHl ey 1 ed 
the most ~~~orthy Arminian st ic theol • aspired 
therefore, if sal bl e, to e upon of son 
for he knew that the one who could. do would a real 
contribution to stematic theol ey correct son 
on his anthropol • he so found it necessary to correct 
on his soteriology. ey re iz.ed service ich 
son in refuting the c1nian ey in hie 
soteriol 
he not 
cs t'lith 
son's 
deal to 
vinism, but, aside from s, 
in soteriology as clear or as 
contributing a theology. son 
ly indebted to Grotius on s topic. Grotius 
though 
it a 
out as a 
, still 
subject of 
the governmentvl theory not 
entific t ent. Grotius, 
eologian, in to the Arminian 
t inistic to the 
aton,:;;ment. erefore, tius• treatment of 
ven 
the al of the onement not receive full 
development. son, according to ey, did no better by the 
subject than ius himself. This ortant ject was left 
thout thorough scienti c treEitment until f1 man able enough 
for the scene. 
problem 
it sci p:rov to 
p faJ.l to 
ilure to recognize it or 
solve 1 t no one knows. t 
nee em of soteriology 
Q 
'·· 
fir in 
• Hie emPtic t 
on "~tJent intact into s 
II. 
man 
is prov 
on 
izing 
ity to 
himself. 
problem, 
of 1 ty 
the 
lias a on 
an 
E>t 1c 
the ben nt only t ic of 
san 1fi ion in this • e 
t 1cs were not el cause vJere 
unimport I because 'tt<Jer~e lees p i this 
st s s, of neces ty, s limit in the 
mat topics of justifi en on, 
assurance e ativ of 
i c of 
sa.nctifi "' ""· theol er, 
ant ject r con erat in 8 
st Foster and ey to of 
, et , ~mel son? The ctrine of entire 
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sanct1:f'icat1on t.;ae a specialty with John sley. it 
thoroU{Yh cons erE.ition. closely 
in st a of e used him e>S autr.~.ority 
on the subject. eologia.ns in ca were removed 
from 
-give subject a more objective treatment they contribute 
e.nyth1ng to the eri bequeathed to their 
predecessors? Did the;r find errors and inconsist 
doct:r·ine? 
es in the 
ey ere was a problem concerning 
the sin l.ch remains after regeneration. 
I evi tinge about 
it. The most divines are not clear. all 
agree in the fact; but th att they 
become confused. difficul is to plain \'iihat 
sin is, from ch Chri men are not free, ch 
remains in, or is found still cl to believers; how 
to discriminate between the same t is removed in 
ion same sin that remains. 
Just this point thst revolves i:vhole of 
entire sanctification, both as t it is 
poesibili ty. It s to do -w;i th~t sin s. 
It removes t remainder of s1n.lD 
The quotation from Foster was seized by ey 1 as 
to same question. 
both ster ized import~nce of this 
em different solutions for it. Foster 
different 
1n entire sanctification as sin entailing 
16 Randolph Foster, Christia.n Purit;y, (New York.: Eaton 
s, 1g97), P• 117. 
guilt for inherit 1 not entailing 
to 
t, e latter. To ere was no 
ion. 
ey found t problem of sin iant 
ion. He not z· sin 
ity, eration 
fferent results s of people. 
e question of a. remnant is not thout 
perplex.ity. 
difficult for 
in kind from 
n~ture of vi as a whole is 
thought, so t a remnant not different 
e whole is difficult. Consequently, thare 
is in notion of ire sanctification.l I 
Mil er continued: 
, according to 
s on 
is t a sure 
ctrine in 
y 
ence. erience to 
17 Miley,~- S!l·· p. 35a. 
lg Ibid., P• 359· 
teness 
can 
ence 
or evil.ll! 
ey, does not 
of yet 
for the 
te 1f1es of 
sing e. doctrine 
never be used as a 
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source of ctrine but only to doctrine. 
In to of inner work of sanctification 
ey not believe perfect clarity was ssible. · He 
F'o er's \<lOrk on the t ic 8S ol holding 
view of repression. On ing of F'oster at s 
point, it been impossible to on this 
If 
t. 
It 
both 
is a quotation Foster, from 
ey, as pertinent on int. 
to here, more icula.rly, 
th respect to ural dispo tiona and 
ties. ese are not supposed to destroyed when 
a soul is entirely freed from sin, but only brought under 
right government re to a proper character--not 
allowed to be in s of sin. Evil spositions and 
propenF-it1tes are but pervert forms of ones, 
hence, holiness or sanctification consists not in 
eradica.tion of , but in the resfQration of em to 
their legitimate. cha.racter use. ':J 
propensities see are recti is 
repre 
ey as well as Fo er 1 s 
it e as clear a final ement to the problem of 
of clean as it is oasible to e. Certainly 
evil is no real b cut out as a surgeon cuts 
out a tumor or a cancer, neither is it something to be 
repressed. hUm.!m nature erned by pure motives, 
pure sires. t es in entire sanctifi 1on is 
19 foster,~· cit., p. 74. 
the purifi. ion of desire. the terms 
ion nor repression Pre sui. e for explaining what 
sibili.ty of holiness in s life, is 
a second work of grace, the doctrine s a s in 
Scripture, it is obtainable faith, 
ey w1ere in the British theolo 
v 
co 
I. 
Evaluation .21 ~"oster' s contribution. Foster made a 
contribution to an-ArminiB.n in his ion 
of the philo sis to that Though never 
mention e name of ~totle he lined his thinking squarely 
ies of' stotle. hims f, he 
ces to e of ma.int otle 1 s 
out a philoso c.s.l sis to 
son ity in 
ion to ence of 1 re 1 the 
of A gosteriori proofs. 
Divine r tion reason in arriving a 
cause. oy of' the to 
matter s thus involve a,n eternal 
succession of causes effects. To son, e ional 
proofs, elves, never e at a. clear 
of a fi.rst cause, but in collaboration with Divinely 
reveal truth in to 
2 s of Athelsm. 
an irnpregnable 
1 Richard son, Theologicql Institutes ( 
Philips and Hunt, 1g50), I, p. 276. York: 
2 ~·, pp. 273 ff. 
6o 
son not ground the arguments for God's existence 
in a metaphysical sis. Foster did. Consequently, he gave 
to act a thorough treatment tiS it had never before 
been en in the eyan tradition. ey dismissed the 
philosophical approach completely, believing the basis of 
theology to be scientific.3 He did not recognize that science 
h&~ ~ philosophical basis. Foster however, had an answer to 
the problem of the eternity of matter which son not 
seen. 11 The adjustment of matter rather than its creation, 
furnishes the best proof of the divine existence. 14 ~Jo 
sl theologi8ll s been as concerned with the subject of 
ional theology as was Foster. 
l!"'oster 1 s liberal interpretation of inspiration of 
Scripture left him vulnerable on a v important issue. 
This placed him on the debit side of the ledger in his 
contribution to Arminian theology. In his evaluation of the 
Bible he st;-~rted from the premise *'that what is important is, 
th;; t the Bible be true as a. whole in part. 11 Untruth 
could put it in peril. Thus Foster took a rational 
to the subject itJithout t statements of 
Scripture upon subject of its in ion. It may have 
been 
in 
t Foster, if en opportunity to himself 
er il, e as us s conception 
3 l(iley, S:[§'kema.tic Theolgg:[, Vol. 1, pp. 22 ff. 
4 Foster, Theism, p. 90. 
of' the ion of' 1 
ten that 
p er s of ion 
tion. is 
con •J. on tion, as 
i to , 1 e term s no 
its It is a term 
ies definition. 1es in the 
manner or i e could not 
e problem o:f" iration 
of 
sev 
i .5 
thing] 
of 
re 
ity, ity, 1 
5 John M1Clintook es 
~-=~~= £21. Biblical, ':l:heologicSf£1, 
IV, 615. 
6 ~·I P• 614. 
7 llli·' p. 
g Loo. cit. 
--
until 
the manner 
no ies e.s to 
the 
terms 
writ 
i 
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most influential men, in their utterances on 
in ~ treat it simply. 
-'- I 
ster, if s e in strong 
div ity, credibility, in:t'&llibility of 
ures? is no clue in Prolegomena that 
e done so. In to e truthfulness of 
e ster e: 
truthfulness it is not necessary 
be in ess it can be 
it should 
that it 
ies it. 
to 
truth's s 
assumes t 1 t 1 s so , or neces 
be 
e 
s cannot nor is it in 
accounts, 
rtEnt 
at int of s, 
it should not be 
to ster, 't'\TFS t 
truthfulness of ture. It ve nee 
no by Divine influence one 
e in 1 t s ement s, entire truthfulness 
ies influence end cons entire e is 
divinely in ired. If s ~:,18 s e ent of .F'oster he 
no ion of it. 
ion of er 1 s contribution to th.e doctrine 
of ire sanctification is 1 upon ey •s 
er's Christian Puritz. l e references to 
ster. er, ent of the 
ctrine of entire sanctifi ster's Christian 
Purity as a ey r st er 1 s s upon 
9 Foster, Prolep~omene, p. 279. 
been 
id. 
s 
remov 
it f. 
ecn e sin ter :r ion to 
er a.nd utions to 
em. It 
e em e to thB.t of 
sentc:<tion Wf?f. to 
t It et) pres e 
s of e of ire sanctifi ion: e.n 
of to of 
e e in . 
' 
contribution. 
its 
It 
e conclu on of the correctlons 
e to anthropology 
inherit; 
soteriology r;n.:;re 
the 
B 
ey, t from 
en a cleArer view of justice of 
l 
n 
s tree.tm 
anthropol 
sot 
uphold 
thorouf~hly con 
ol 
ic 
of 
ch 
stem. 
conception t rton ere is, in , no 
culus in full 
ce of ch ect men other·wi se e 
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endured , thus releasing them f orever from condemna tion . From 
the h~nd of Mil ey the a ton ement emerg ed free from the last 
vesti ~ e of p en al substitution . Chri st in love suffered in 
man 1 s p l ce . In no sense d i d He b ecome guilty in t king 
man ' s pl ace . 'l'h i s utt erly repugnant notion t hat Chr ist 
a ctually became sin in order to a tone for sin N s refuted by 
Miley . 10 With the remova l of p en~ l substitution and the 
i mput a tion of m n's guilt on Chri s t the props of the 0 lvinist 
system are removed . . iley 1 s nthropology and soteriology 
gave the strono-est a r gum ent from the Ar minir n s ide \vl11ch had 
been p resented in opposit ion to the C· lvinist system. 
il ey a spired to cl arify the 1• ork of 1a t son t-Ihom he 
re · ·rded as the top systeme1 tic theologian in the tra it ion. 
He r ealized th t the one t ho coul d cl r ify and correct Va tson 
ould ke a re . l contribution to lesleyan theology . It has 
been the conclusion of t h i s study t hp.t liley d id clarify a nd 
correct t .e work of ~ a tson an · t he refore made a real 
contribution to ~ esl ey~n theology . 
II . CO NCLUSIOr 
The real purp ose of this study has b een to ; ... el1ne te 
the main current of ~ ealeyan- Arm1nian t heology. '1\h e best 
method of a ccompli shing this ob jective seemed to b e to lj.m1 t 
the study to t he mo st influenti al wor·ks in the movement . It 
of 
er 
•s 
the ection was an one. 
were only a lees s e. one 
e ion 2ce of influence ch theolog1 
ston 
the 
at 
es 
iver 
mov 
in 
s ca .. u 
or leal 
• 
a not yet en transcended. 
e 
theol 
tra.dition contr·ibution to 
se of 
th son, 
s to 
sot 
ey' 
e. 
th 
of 
so. 
it was dis • in 
he 
\\.•ere 
, to 
was vi t<-olly p in e 
to his 
eyes in study 
ee 
wes encount in 
J 
1 
of entire sanct ication. B 
study as 
s of 
t e 
s. 
eness of 
e from 
er, it cili 
of 
sons. 
B. 
men 
same situation 
er vn the 
ions 
ti 
e study. 
in ism 
sons 
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In the matter of t he philosophical basi s to theology, 
once t he subject has been thoroughly ~ orked there is no room 
for dv ncement in thct l i ne. It is i mpos-s i ble to expand a 
basic et"'physics. On t h t subject, thoroue;hness d cl ,.. rity 
are th e only ob jectiv es . Ther e re also doctrines , such as 
th e- doctr l ne of t he 'rrini ty, Chri st ology, and the rel ation of 
reason to revel e.t ion, which hc ve rea ched a settled conclusion 
mong ev angeli c"' l t h eologi ans. It '!.vas t h e purpose of this 
atu "y to det er ine if more subjects could not b e added to the 
stor e of those bearin~ the st ~mp of settled agreement, among 
a t le st t he Ar minian ti eolog1ans. In determining the pro gress 
m de by a theological vredit l on settled agreement i s the chief 
concern . In a et er mining t he progress mad e by the ie sleyan 
t radition, the thorough-going ~· ork of F'o ster in the 
philosophica l b sis to theology should be added . he o:r•k of 
~iley i n anthrop ology ,nd soteriology sho uld ~1so be dded to 
t h i s fund of settled doctrines . To back ~wn from t he 
concl s ion s p re sented by the se t 1-vo men on the .above n am ed 
subjects auld me n retrogression . 
It is as necessary ·to remain loyal to a doctrine once 
conclu sively est ebli shed s it is t o f urther develcp hitherto 
. negl ec ~ ed ~.octrine s . I n gaining n e 1 ground it i s i mper a t 1 ve 
to be w t chful th t no old. groun - i s lost. 
It is t he conclus ion of t h is study th ~t the ~esleyan 
t h eologians i n America have dv~nc ed ~nd enriched t h eir 
tradition. 
loyal to t 
te ant 
reason 
of true 
is 
e ret 
ss. 
mo 
s 
influent 
on. An 
s e remained 
common to Pll the 
t1ons s, in recent year$, been a 
development in line 
ction s, in pert, motiv 
t to finn sic upon 
philosophy a rest. 
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